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 INTRODUCTION
As a result of a 1985 recommendation of the Water Quality Board, the eight Great Lakes states
and theProvince of Ontario committedthemselves to developing and implementing remedial actionplans
(RAPs) to restore impaired beneﬁcial uses in each Area of Concern within their political boundaries
(Figure 1).
r]. ll ll. "'5'! .. ii ..i
Weintent is to accelerate remediation. Priority is intentionally placed on remedial actions.
In addition, the RAP planning process is intended to facilitate remediation through increasing
accountability, rather than to forestall it. Planning orpublic participation must not be used as excuses for
delaying remedial actions. Where sufficient information exists on problems and remedial options,
remediation should proceed.
In 1990, the International Joint Commission (IJC) identified RAPs as one of three priorities for
the Water Quality Board during the 1990—1991 reporting cycle. The purpose of this report is to review
andevaluate progress in theRAPprogram. Information will be structured following the IJC ’8 ﬁve priority
issues:
1. Identify progress being made in addressing Areas ofConcern and recommend,
as appropriate, new Areas of Concern;
2. Where RAPs have yet to be developedfor Areas ofConcern, suggest how
jurisdictions can expedite RAP development;
3. Where RAPs exist, describe speciﬁc, and in the Board’s judgement, eﬂective
programs that have beeninitiated as part ofRAP implementation;
4. Identify the principal barriers to, and review the types ofspeciﬁc beneﬁts to be
derived as a result of, RAP implementation; and
5. Indicate whether and how the Board’s and Commission’s processesfor reviewing
RAPs can be improved, and the time involved shortened.
 
  
FIGURE 1. FORTY-THREE AREAS OF CONCERN IDENTIFIED IN THE GREAT LAKES BASIN
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1. Identify Progress Being Made in Addressing Areas ofConcern
and Recommend, as Appropriate, New Areas of Concern
A. PHILOSOPHY OFTWO—TRACK PROCESS TO INIPLEMENT RAPs AND RESTORE USES
The Water Quality Board has recognized that implementing RAPs and restoring beneficial uses
is a two-track process: 1) existing programs must be expedited and accelerated; and 2) the schedule of
steps must be identiﬁed as must the sequencing to determine actions beyond existing programs that are
needed to restore fully beneﬁcial uses in Areas ofConcern. Because this is a long—term, iterative process,
it is essential that a schedule ofkey action steps or ‘milestones’ be identiﬁed to measure progress in RAPs.
As well, the celebration of milestones thenbecomes an important aspect in sustaining momentum in RAPs
over the long-term (see Section 3 for specific examples of progress).
Figure 2 presents one example of the two-track process of RAPs and its relationship to the long-
term goal of the virtual elimination of persistent toxic substances identified in the Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement. Ahypothetical chronology forpollutant loadings/concentrations shows an incremen-
tal decrease over time. Between 1970 and 1990, considerable remedial efforts were undertaken which
resulted in adecrease inpollutant loadings/concentrations as depictedin Figure 2. Implementationof track
one ofRAPs (i.e. expedite and accelerate existing programs) will lead to further quantifiable reductions
in pollutant loadings/concentrations; however, implementation of track two of RAPs will probably be
required to restore fully all impaired beneficial uses. Subsequently, additional efforts and time will
probably be required to achieve the virtual eliminationof persistenttoxic substances. A similarillustration
could be used to depict improvements in other issues such as eutrophication and habitat.
B. STEPS TOWARD ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT
The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement states that RAPs shall embody a systematic and
comprehensive ecosystem approach to restoring and protecting beneﬁcial uses in Areas ofConcern. The
ecosystem approach attempts to account for the interrelationships among land, air, water and all living
things, including humans. Historically, governmentshave implemented separate programs forregulation
ormanagement ofpoint sources, nonpoint sources, ﬁsheries, wildlife, dredging, land—use, and other issues
with little attempt to account for the interrelationships between programs and components of the
ecosystem. RAPs are attempting to take a multi-institutional, multiple-use, ecosystem approach to
restoring beneficial uses.
RAP institutional structures are one primary way of accounting for interrelation hips among
ecosystem components. ,
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' ' ‘ able 1). Such groups are working to promote
institutional cooperation and implement the ecosystem approach at the local level. Where RAP
institutional structures are lacking in Areas ofConcern, this may reﬂect the fact that public participation
and institutional cooperation are at different stages of their evolution.
In the process of trying to understand the causes of problems as complex as persistent toxic
substances and to ﬁnd solutions, every effort must be made to facilitate integration of all plans within a
speciﬁc Area of Concern (RAPs, fishery management plans, habitat management plans, land use plans,
economic development plans, and others), facilitate achieving complementary and reinforcing goals in
,
different plans, and facilitate explicit recognition of the interrelationships among plans. RAPs should not
i
duplicate other planning efforts, but must account for interrelationships and ensure integration. It is
important to note that a RAP is not simply an additional plan, but a means of refocusing media—specific
plans in a coordinated fashion. Good examples of this effort include:
0 For the Fox River/Green Bay RAP, Wisconsin’s effective institutional arrangements with strong
commitments to cooperative, integrated resource management and ecosystem redevelopment;
- For the Hamilton Harbour RAP, Ontario’s commitment to a stakeholder group, explicit adoption
of the ecosystem approach and the goal of virtual elimination of persistent toxic substances as
guiding principles, and commitment to manage the resource through balancing social, environ-
mental and economic concerns in a sustainable way; and
- For the Rouge River RAP, Michigan’s effective use of the Rouge River Basin Committee and
Southeast Michigan Council of Governments to facilitate cooperation and account for inter-
relationships among the RAP, the fishery management plan, the recreational enhancement
plan, dredging and harbor maintenance, and land use within the entire Rouge River watershed.
There is no single ‘best’ model for implementing the ecosystem approach or for RAP institutional
stmcmr WWW
WSomeagency personnel are unaccustomed to dealing with
the public and to having their recommendations subjected to direct scrutiny and discussion; for them the
transition to fulﬁlling the Agreement’s requirement for public participation and use of the ecosystem
approach in RAPs has been a difficult one. In other groups, agency staff concede that while stakeholder
involvement may slow some stages of planning, the need to explain planning rationale has made
governments evaluate more thoroughly the decisions that they make. Having industries, municipalities,
land-use planners, citizens, and others at the table when key decisions are made has been a major
breakthrough for RAPs and provides a model for cooperation in environmental planning outside the Great
Lakes basin. Local governments can do much to help or hinder the RAP process. Local actions are
particularly valuable because municipalities have the implementation responsibilities for many actions
identified in RAPs. Further, the implementation of local actions is a sign of acceptance ofthe goals and
principles expressed in the RAP.
 
The evolution ofRAPs toward integratedresource management andmulti-institutional, multiple-use
planning is very positive and consistent with the ecosystem approach called for in the Agreement. Although
the Water Quality Board recognizes the uniqueness of each Area of Concern, it encourages a multi-
institutional, multiple-use ecosystem approach be implemented or modiﬁed for other Areas of Concern.
5
 
 TABLE 1.
INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURES ESTABLISHED TO ASSIST IN DEVELOPMENT OF REMEDIAL ACTION
PLANS IN AREAS OF CONCERNIN THE GREAT LAKES BASIN
AREA OF CONCERN
[date committee established]
1
.
Peninsula Harbour
[1989]
ORGANIZATIONAL/
INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURES)
Public Advisory Committee (PAC)
REPRESENTATION
Chamber of Commerce, Citizens—at-Large. Industry. Interest Group. Municipal
Government, Recreation
Jackﬁsh Bay
[1989]
Public Advisory Committee (PAC)
Business/Industry, Citizens-at-Large, City Official, Interest Group, Recreation,
Tourism, Union
Nipigon Bay
[1989]
Public Advisory Committee (PAC)
Chamber of Commerce, Church, Citizens-at-Large, Industry, Interest Group.
Municipal Government, Native Group
Thunder Bay
[1989]
Public Advisory Committee (PAC)
Business/Industry, Citizen, City Ofﬁcial, Conservation Authority, Environmental Group.
Interest Group, Municipal G0vemment, Native Group, Power Generation, Tourism
St Louis River
[1989]
St Louis River Citizens Advisory
Committe
e (CAC)
Academia, Business/Industry, Citizens-at-Large, City/County Oﬁicial, Environmental
Groups, Native Group, Power Generation, Recreation, Regional Government,
State/Federal Government
Torch Lake
Does not currently exist - two public
meetings and a public comment period
held. The desire/need for an institu-
tional structure will be re-evaluated
when the Stage 2 RAP is developed.
Deer Lake ~ Carp
Creek - Carp River
Does not currently exist - two public
meetings and a public comment period
held. The desire/need for an institu—
tional structure will be re-evaluated
when the Stage 2 RAP is developed.
Manistique River
Does not currently exist - two public
meetings and a public comment period
held. The desire/need for an institu—
tional structure will be re-evaluated
when the Stage 2 RAP is developed.
Menominee River
[1988]
Menominee River RAP Citizens
Advisory Committee (CAC)
Academia, Business/Industry, Chamber of Commerce, Citizens-at-Iarge, City Ofﬁcial, County
Representative, Environmental Group, Federal Government, Fishing Club, Interest Group
10.
Fox River/
Southern Green Bay
[CAC est. 1986-
disbanded
1988; IC-1988]
Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC)
Implementation Committee (1C)
Academia, Business/Industry, Chamberof Commerce, Citizens-at-Large, City County
Officials, Elected Officials, Interest Group, Native Group, Regional Agencies
 
11.
12.
disbanded
1988; IC-1988]
Sheboygan River
[1984]
Milwaukee Harbor
[CAC- 1 989
TAG-1989]
Sheboygan County Water Quality
Task Force
Milwaukee River RAP Citizens
Advisory Committee (CAC)
Citizens-at—Large, Private Industry, Sportmen’s Groups, State Government
Academia, Business/Industry, Chamber of Commerce, Citizens-at—Larg , City/County
Ofﬁcials, Elected Officials, Interest Group, Native Group, Regional Agencies
 
l3. Waukegan Harbor
[1990]
Waukegan Harbor Citizens Advisory
Group
City Government, Industry, Environmental Groups, Health Department, Municipalities,
Sport Fishery Groups, Business, Recreation, Universities
14.
Grand Ca
lumet Ri
ver/
Indiana Harbor Canal
[1990]
Citizens Advisory for the
Remediation of the Environment
Committee
Academia, Business, Citizens Groups, Environmental Groups, Industry, Local Government
15. Kalamazoo River
[1987]
Kalamazoo River Basin Strategy
Committee (disbanded in 1989).
Future efforts will be coordinated with
Superfund. The desire/need for an insti-
tutional structure will be evaluated.
Business, Charter Boat Owners, County Ofﬁcials, Government, Industry, Property
Owners, Teachers
16. Muskegon Lake
Does not currently exist - two public
meetings and a public comment period
held. The desire/need for an institu-
tional structure will be re-evaluated
when the Stage 2 RAP is developed.
17.
White Lake
Does not currently exist - two public
meetings and a public comment period
held. The desire/need for an institu-
tional structure will be re-evaluated
when the Stage 2 RAP is developed.
18.
Saginaw River/
Saginaw Bay
[1987]
Saginaw Basin Natural Resources
Steering Committee
Academia, Agriculture, County Ofﬁcials, Environmental Groups, Muncipal Ofﬁcials,
Regional Planning Commission
19.
20.
21.
Collingwood Harbour
[1988]
Severn Sound
[1989]
Spanish River
[1988]
Collingwood
Harbour RAP
Public
Advisory Committee (PAC)
Severn Sound Remedial Action
Plan Public Advisory Committee (PAC)
Public Advisory Committee (PAC)
Academia, Chamber of Commerce, Citizens-at-Large, Conservation Authority,
Environmental Groups, Industry, Interest Groups, Power Generation, Recreation/Tourism,
Sewage Treatment Plant
Citizens-at—Large, Interest Groups, Local Municipalities, Recreation
Academia, Citizens Groups, Environmental Groups, Health, Industry, Local Government,
Native People, Recreation/Tourism
32. Eighteen Mile Creek
J;
RAP has not been initiated. RAP develop-
ment will begin when Buffalo River and
Niagara River RAPs are ﬁnished
 
33.
34.
Rochester Embayment
[1989]
Oswego River
[1987]
Water Quality Management Committee
(WQMC)
Oswego River Remedial Action Plan
Citizens Committee (ORCC)
Citizens, Economic Interests, Ex—ofﬁcio Non-voting Members, Public Interests,
Public Ofﬁcials
Business/Industry, Elected Ofﬁcials, Environmental Groups, Governmental Agencies,
University, Public Interest Groups
35. Bay
of Quinte
[1988]
Public Advisory Committee (PAC)
Academic, Agriculture, Environmental, Human Health, Industry, Labour, Municipal,
Naturalist/Nature, Tourism/Recreation
36.
37
.
38.
39.
Port Hope
[informal local
advisory - 1988; Public
Advisory Comm
1989]
Metro Toronto
[ l 98 9]
Hamilton Harbour
[1986]
St, Marys River
[1988]
Port Hope Harbour Remedial Action
Plan Local Advisory Group
Public Advisory Committee (PAC)
Hamilton Harbour
Stakeholders
St. Marys River Binational Public
Advisory Council (BPAC)
Concerned Citizens, Conservation Authority, Federal Siting Task Force, Harbour
Commission, Industry, Local Government, Low-level Radioactive Waste Management Oﬁice,
Yacht
Club
PAC Sectors: Agriculture, Business/Industry, Community Groups/Individuals, Environment/
Conservation, Labour, Metro Toronto & Region Conservation Authority, Recreation/Tourism,
Toronto HarbourCommission. TAC: Federal/Provincial, Health & Planning, Public Works
Academia, Boat Clubs, Business/Industry, Chamber ofCommerce, City Officials, Citizens, Con-
servation Authority, Environmental Groups, Fed/Prova Government, Interest Groups, Union
Academic, Citizens-at-Large, Environmental Groups, Fisheries, Industry, Labour,
Municipal Representatives, Native People, Public Health, Recreation/Tourism, Small Business
41.
42.
42.
43.
St Clair River
[1988]
Detroit River
[1988]
Niagara
River
(Can.)
[1988]
Niagara
River
(U.S.)
[
1
9
8
9
]
St. Lawrence River
(Can.) [1988]
St. Clair River Binational Public
Advisory Council (BPAC)
Detroit River Binational Public
Advisory Council (BPAC)
Public Advisory Committee (PAC)
for the Niagara River (Ontario)
Remedial Action Plan
Committee of Canadian and US
Citizens from Niagara River area
Public Advisory Committee (PAC)
Agriculture, Business/Industry, Citizens-at—Large, Commercial Fishery, Community
Groups, Conservation & Environmental, Health, Labour, Municipal, Native People,
Provincial/State Agencies, Tourism/Recreation
40 Members (20 US. & 20 Canadian): Academic, Citizens, Conservation/Environmental,
Industry & Port Authority, Labour, Municipal, Nonpoint Sources, Recreation
Academia, Agriculture, Citizens-at—Iarg , Commissions, Cormnunity Group, Conservation
Authority, Environmental Groups, Health, Industry, Labour, Municipal Government, Power
Generation, Tourism/Recreation
Academia, Economic Interests, Government Ofﬁcial, Labour, Private Citizen, Public
Interests,
Researcher
Academia, Agriculture, Boating/Cottages, Downstream Interests, Environmental Groups,
Fishing, General Public, Health, Industry, Labour, Municipalities, Native People
4
3
.
St. Lawrence River
(11.8.) [1988]
Massena RAP
Citizen’s Advisory
Committee (CAC)
Academia/Education, Agency Representation, Agriculture, Appointed Official,
Civic Groups, Environmental Groups, Economic/Business, Industry, Labour, Local Elected
Officials, Native People, Sportsmen
 
  
C. WATER QUALITY BOARD TOOLS TO FACILITATE ITS WORK
(AGREEMENT ON LISTING/DELISTING GUIDELINES)
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Symposium, the Water Quality Board developed and reached agreement, in principle, on a set of listing/
delisting criteria for Areas of Concern. The Water Quality Board and the IJC also recognized that these
criteria could be improved and, upon adoption of the criteria, published them in I]C’s newsletter, Focus,
in 1989 to obtain widespread public and scientific comment. Approximately 50 responses were received.
The Water Quality Board requested that its Restoration Subcommittee recommend revisions to
the listing/delisting criteria in light of all new literature and input received, and that it ensure that the
recommended revisions were consistent with the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreementm
Every effort has been made to ensure that
these guidelines are scientiﬁcally supportable, sensitive to public concerns and pragmatic.M
   
 
Annex 2 of the 1987 Protocol to the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement defines Areas of
Concern as geographic areas that fail to meet the general or specific objectives of the Agreement where
such failure has caused or is likely to cause impairment of beneficial use or of the area’s ability to support
aquatic life. Impairment of beneficial use is defined as a change in the chemical, physical or biological
integrity of the Great Lakes system sufficient to cause any ofthe 14 use impairments in Table 2 or other
related uses covered by Article IV, such as the microbial objective for waters used for body-contact
recreational activities.
The listing guidelines presented in Table 2 are intended to be used by the I]C and its Boards in
making recommendations for new Areas of Concern. It must be recognized that remedial action plans
are intended to address use impairments of local, geographical extent and cause, rather than lakewide or
basinwide phenomena. An example ofthe application of these listing guidelines is that if an area within
or directly affecting the waters of the Great Lakes, connecting channels or the international section of the
St. Lawrence River has a health advisory on ﬁsh due to contamination from a local watershed, it could
be recommended for identification as an Area of Concern. An exception to this procedure would occur
when a health advisory on fish in a localized area is no different from the health advisory for the whole
lake and this local area is not contributing to a whole lake problem. Under these circumstances the area
would not be recommended for identiﬁcation as an Area of Concern. Such whole lake problems will be
addressed within lakewide management plans, as identified in Annex 2 of the Agreement.
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 When a geographic area is being considered for listing as an Area of Concern, the Parties and
jurisdictions should reach agreement, in writing, on the deﬁnition of the problem (i.e. assessment of use
impairments), based on the guidelines in Table 2. Supporting documentation will be included. The use
impairments identified will be the issues addressed in a RAP. If additional impaired uses are discovered
during the development of the RAP, the Parties and jurisdictions will revise, in writing, the definition of
the problem, based on the impaired use guidelines in Table 2.
Once a new Area ofConcern has been identified and listed, a RAP would be developed, following
the guidelines in the 1987 Protocol to the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. As stated in the
Agreement, RAPs shall embody a systematic and comprehensive ecosystem approach to restoring and
protecting beneficial uses in Areas of Concern.
As part of the IJC’s overall responsibility to review and comment on the adequacy ofRAPs, it will
be making recommendations to the Parties/jurisdictions regarding whether or not data and information
presented in Stage 3 RAPs confirm restoration of impaired beneﬁcial uses. A determination will be made
following the process identified in Figure 3. Speciﬁcally, once the Party/Jurisdiction submits a Stage 3
RAP, the DC will perform its independent review and determine whether or not:
-
The delisting guidelines identified in Table 2 have been met for the use impairments identified in
the Stage 1 RAP (implicit in problem definition is the use of all available state, provincial and
federal standards, criteria and guidelines, and Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement objectives
as indirect evidence of use impairment);
-
The existing site-speciﬁc goals in the RAP, relative to the 14 use impairments, have beenaddressed;
-
The level and extent of remediation is consistent with the corresponding lakewide management
plan; and
-
The results of implementation of the RAP represent an important step toward the virtual
elimination ofpersistent toxic substances.
If the answer to each of the questions in Figure 3 is “yes”, the I]C will recommend delisting the Area of
Concern. Conversely, if an answer to any of the questions in Figure 3 is “no”, the IJC would recommend
revision of the RAP.
There is an obvious need to use “common sense” in the application of these listing/delisting
guidelines. For example, the purpose ofStage 1 RAPs is to reach agreement on beneficial use impairments
and their causes and sources. Once this task is accomplished, Stage 2 RAPs identify the remedial actions
necessary to restore fully the impaired uses. However, it may not be possible to restore fully some uses
because of natural factors (e.g. sedimentation) or social or economic factors (e.g. the necessity to dredge
navigational channels maypreclude fully restoring the benthic community). In these special cases, there
may be very persuasive and practical reasons why the impaired uses cannot be fully restored; such reasons
and rationales should be provided in a Stage 3 RAP. The intent here is to recognize explicitly that there
may be some impaired uses that may not be fully restored for justifiable reasons, and that this situation
should not prohibit the possible delisting ofan Area of Concern following Party/jurisdiction submission
and IJC review of a Stage 3 RAP. Similarly, a reasonable and pragmatic approach should be taken in
recommending new Areas of Concern.
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D WILDL
IFE
CONSUM
PTION
When contam
inant levels i
n ﬁsh or wild-
life popul
ations ex
ceed curr
ent stand
ards,
object
ives o
r guid
elines
, or p
ublic
health
adviso
ries a
re in
effect
for hu
man c
on-
sumpti
on of ﬁ
sh or w
ildlife.
Contam
inant
levels in
ﬁsh and
wildlife m
ust be du
e
to con
tamin
ant in
put fr
om the
water
shed.
When contaminant levels
in fish and wild—
life populations do not exceed current
standards, objectives or guidelines,
and no public health advisories are in
effect for human consumption of ﬁsh or
wildlife. Contaminant levels in ﬁsh
and wildlife must be due to contaminant
input from th
e watershed.
Accounts for jurisdictional
and federal standards:
emphasizes local watershed
sources.
TAINTING OF FISH
AND WILDLIFE
FLA
VOR
When
ambie
nt wa
ter qu
ality
standa
rds,
objec
tives
, or
guide
lines
for t
he
anth
ropo
geni
c sub
stane
e(s)
know
n to
caus
e
taintin
g‘ are
being
excee
ded o
r surv
ey
result
s have
ident
iﬁed t
aintin
g of ﬁ
sh
or w
ildl
ife ﬂ
avor
.
When survey results conﬁrm no tainting
of ﬁs
h or w
ilder
ﬂavor
.
Sensitive to a
mbient water
quality s
tandards
for
tainting s
ubstances
;
emphasizes survey results.
DEGRADED FISH
AND WILDLIFE
POPULATIONS
FISH TUMORS OR
OTHER DEFORMITIES
When
ﬁsh a
nd wil
dlife
manag
ement
pro-
grams
have
ident
iﬁed d
egrad
ed fis
h or
wildlif
e popul
ations
due to
a cause
within the wat
ershed. In ad
dition, this
use wi
ll be
consi
dered
impai
red w
hen
relevant, fiel
d-validated, ﬁ
sh or wild-
life bioas
says with
appropria
te quality
assura
nce/qu
ality
contro
ls co
nﬁrm
significant tox
icity from wa
ter column
or sediment c
ontaminants.
When the incidence rates of ﬁsh tumors
or other defor
mities exceed
rates at
unimpacted c
ontrol sites o
r when surve
y
data conﬁrm
the presence
of neoplastic
or preneoplast
ic liver tumor
s in bull-
heads or suckers.
When environmental conditions support
healthy, self-sustaining communities of
desired fish and wildlife at
predetermined
levels of abundance that would be expected
from the amount and quality of suitable
physical, che
mical and bio
logical habita
t
present. An effort must be made to ensure
that ﬁsh and wildlife objectives for Areas of
Concern are consistent wit
h Great Lakes eco—
system objectives and Gre
at Lakes Fishery
Commission ﬁsh communi
ty goals. Further, in
the absence of community
structure data, this
use will b
e conside
red resto
red when
ﬁsh and
wildlife bioassays confirm
no significant toxicity
from water column or sediment contaminants.
When the incidence rates of ﬁsh tumors
or other deformities do not exceed rates
at unimpacted
control sites a
nd when
survey data conﬁrm the absence of neo-
plastic or pren
eoplastic live
r tumors in
bullheads orsuckers.
Emphasizes f
ish and wild-
life management program
goals; consistent with
GLWQA and Great Lakes
Fishery Commission goals;
accounts for toxicity bioassays.
Consistent with expert
opinion on tumors; acknow-
ledges background incidence
rates.
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BIRD OR ANIMAL
DEFORMITIES OR
REPRODUCTIVE
PROBLEMS
When wildlife survey data conﬁrm the
presence of deformities (e.g. cross-bill
syndrome) or other reproductive problems
(e.g. egg-shell thinning) in sentinel
wildlife species.
When the incidence rates of deformities
(e.g. cross-bill syndrome) or reproductive
problems (e.g. egg-shell thinning) in sentinel
wildlife species do not exceed background
levels in inland control populations.
Emphasizes conﬁrmation
through survey data; makes
necessary control comparisons.
DEGRADATION OF
BENTHOS
When the benthic macroinvertebrate com-
munity structure signiﬁcantly diverges
from unimpacted control sites of compar-
able physical and chemical characteristics.
In addition, this use will be considered impaired
when toxicity (as deﬁned by relevant, ﬁeld-
validated bioassays with appropriate quality
assurance/quality controls) of sediment-
associated contaminants at a site is
signiﬁcantly higher than controls.
When the benthic macroinvertebrate com-
munity structure does not signiﬁcantly
diverge from unimpacted control sites
of comparable physical and chemical
characteristics. Further, in the absence
of community structure data, this use will be
considered restored when toxicity of sediment-
associated contaminants is not signiﬁcantly
higher than controls.
Accounts for community structure
and composition; recognizes
sediment toxicity; uses appropri-
ate control sites.
RESTRICTIONS ON
DREDGING
ACTIVITIES
When contaminants in sediments exceed
standards, criteria or guidelines such
that there are restrictions on dredging
or disposal activities.
When contaminants in sediments do not
exceed standards, criteria, or guide-
lines such that there are restrictions
on dredging or disposal activities.
Accounts for jurisdictional
and federal standards;
emphasizes dredging and
disposal activities.
EUTROPHICATION OR
UNDESIRABLE ALGAE
When there are persistent water quality
problems (e.g. dissolved oxygen depletion
of bottom waters, nuisance algal blooms
or accumulation, decreased water clarity,
etc.) attributed to cultural eutrophication.
When there are no persistent water quality
problems (e.g. dissolved oxygen depletion
of bottom waters, nuisance algal blooms or
accumulation, decreased water clarity, etc.)
attributed to cultural eutrophication.
Consistent with Annex 3 of
GLWQA; accounts for per-
sistence of problems.
RESTRICTIONS ON
DRINKING WATER
CONSUMPTION OR
TASTE AND ODOR
PROBLEMS
BEACH CLOSINGS
When treated drinking water supplies are
impacted to the extent that: l) densities
of disease-causing organisms or concen-
traﬁons of hazardous or toxic chemicals
or radioactive substances exceed human
health standards, objectives or guide-
lines; 2) taste and odor problems are
present; or 3) treatment needed to make
raw water suitable for drinking is
beyond the standard treatment used in
comparable portions of the Great Lakes
which are not degraded (i.e. settling,
coagulation, disinfection).
When waters, which are commonly used for
total-body contact or partial-body contact
recreation, exceed standards, objectives
or guidelines for such use.
For treated drinking water supplies: 1)
when densities of disease-causing
organisms or concentrations of hazardous
or toxic chemicals or radioactive sub-
stances do not exceed human health
objectives, standards or guidelines; 2)
when taste and odor problems are absent;
and 3) when treatment needed to make
raw water suitable for drinldng does not
exceed the standard treatment used in
comparable portions of the Great Lakes
which are not degraded (i.e. settling,
coagulation, disinfection).
When waters, which are commonly used for
total-body contact or partial-body contact
recreation, do not exceed standards, objectives
or guidelines for such use.
Consistency with GLWQA;
accounts for jurisdictional
standards; practical;
sensitive to increased cost
as a measure of impairment.
Accounts for use of waters; sens—
itive to jurisdictional standards;
addresses water contact recre—
ation; consistent with GLWQA.
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OF CO
NCERN
RATIONALE
DEGRAD
ATION
OF
AESTH
ETICS
When an
y substan
ce in wat
er produc
es a
persis
tent o
bjecti
onable
deposi
t, un-
natura
l colo
r or t
urbidi
ty, or
unnat
ural
odor
(e.g.
oil s
lick,
surf
ace
scum
).
When the
waters ar
e devoid
of any su
b-
stance
which
produc
es a pe
rsisten
t
objection
able depo
sit, unnat
ural colo
r
or turbi
dity, or
unnatur
al odor
(e.g.
oil sli
ck, su
rface
scum)
.
Emphasizes aesthetics in
water; accounts for per—
sistence.
ADDED COSTS TO
AGRICU
LTURE
OR
INDU
STRY
When
there
are ad
dition
al cos
ts req
uired
to tr
eat th
e wat
er pr
ior t
o use
for
agri
cult
ural
purp
oses
(i.e.
incl
udin
g,
but no
t limi
ted to,
livest
ock wa
tering
,
irrig
ation
and
crop
-spr
ayin
g) o
r in
dus-
trial
purp
oses
(i.e.
inte
nded
for c
om-
merci
al or
indust
rial a
pplica
tions
and
noncon
tact fo
od proc
essing)
.
When the
re are no
additiona
l costs re
-
quired to
treat the
water pri
or to use
for ag
ricult
ural p
urpos
es (i.
e. incl
ud-
ing, b
ut no
t lim
ited
to, li
vesto
ck
wateri
ng, ir
rigati
on and
crop-s
prayin
g)
and in
dustri
al pur
poses
(i.e. i
ntend
ed
for comme
rcial or
industrial
applica-
tions
and n
oncon
tact f
ood p
rocess
ing).
Sensitive to i
ncreased cost
and a m
easure
of impa
irment.
DEG
RAD
ATI
ON O
F
PHYTOP
LANKTO
N
AND
ZOOP
LANK
TON
POPUL
ATION
S
When ph
ytoplank
ton or zo
oplankto
n com-
munity s
tructure s
igniﬁcant
ly diverg
es
from unimpacted control s
ites of compara-
ble physical a
nd chemical c
haracteris-
tics. In additi
on, this use wi
ll be
consid
ered im
paired
when r
elevant
, ﬁeld-
validated, phytoplankton or zooplankton
bioassa
ys (e.g.
Ceriod
aphni
; algal
fractiona
tion bioa
ssays) wi
th approp
riate
quality
assuran
ce/qual
ity con
trols
conﬁr
m toxic
ity in a
mbient
waters.
When
phytop
lankto
n and z
ooplan
kton co
m-
munit
y stru
cture
does
not si
gniﬁca
ntly
diver
ge fr
om un
impac
ted c
ontrol
sites
of
comparab
le physic
al and ch
emical c
harac-
teris
tics.
Furt
her,
in th
e ab
senc
e of
commu
nity
struct
ure da
ta, th
is use
will
be consid
ered rest
ored whe
n phytop
lankton
and zoopl
ankton bi
oassays c
onﬁrm no
signiﬁcan
t toxicity
in ambien
t waters.
Accou
nts f
or com
munit
y
struct
ure an
d comp
ositi
on;
recognizes wa
ter column
toxici
ty; us
es app
ropria
te
con
tro
l si
tes.
LOS
S OF
FISH
AND
WILDLI
FE HABI
TAT
When ﬁsh and wildlife ma
nagement goals
have not been
met as a resul
t of loss of
ﬁsh and wildl
ife habitat du
e to a per-
turbat
ion in
the ph
ysical
, chem
ical
or
biologica
l integrit
y of the B
oundary
Waters, inclu
ding wetlands
.
When the
amount a
nd qualit
y of physi
cal,
chemical,
and biolo
gical habi
tat requir
-
ed to mee
t ﬁsh an
d wildlif
e manage
ment
goals has
been ach
ieved and
protected
.
Empha
sizes
fish a
nd wil
d-
life ma
nagem
ent p
rogra
m
goal
s; e
mph
asi
zes
wat
er
componen
t of Boun
dary
Wat
ers
.
   
  
Again, the intent of these listing/delisting guidelines for Great Lakes Areas of Concern is to assist
the I]C and its Boards in fulfilling their responsibilities relative to Areas ofConcem/RAPs, called for in
the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. It is recognized that there will undoubtedly be a need to revise
these guidelines in the future, based on the development of new indicators and standards, and new
protocols for application of these guidelines.
D. OPPORTUNITIES FOR INNOVATION IN RAPS
New techniques, instrumentation and technology are needed to cope withmany problems in Areas
of Concern, for example can technology be developed to treat or permanently bind i__r_1 s_it_u organic
contaminants in sediment? Is high-temperature incineration the best solution for PCB-contaminated
sediments? Investment of resources by the Parties and industry in research and development to discover
this new science will assist not only in the recovery ofAreas of Concern, but also in the development of
marketable and exportable technology for use elsewhere.
In some Areas ofConcern, the greatest potential benefits will come fromnonpoint source controls
andcombined sewer overﬂow controls. Inothers, greatestprogress is likely tocome as aresult ofindustrial
process change, industrial pretreatment ofwastes, orremediation ofcontaminated sediments. In addition,
the prohibition of or reduction in the manufacture and use ofsome toxic and hazardous substances will
contribute to the goal of virtual elimination.
i i I “I I.“ I] .. I I.E.I I
M.I I“. i . H 1!] IEIIE'F'WI. .; Ii II I
WWRecovery, reuse and
recycling should be encouraged whenever possible, for example where metal—contaminated sediment is
one cause for the deterioration of the local aquatic system, clean sediments can be reused to replace lost
habitat, or sold to offset the costs of remedial actions. Similarly, where organic solvents and reagents are
lost in wastewater, plants such as Dow Chemical in Samia have introduced wastewater recovery and
realized a net saving of $20,000 per year.
Anumber ofapproaches canbe taken to deal with dredgedspoﬂsW
Whistechnique has already been successfully applied in Duluth, Minnesota,
with dredged material from the St. Louis RiverAreaofConcern beingused as abase forroad construction)
Some specific examples of the application of new or alternative
technologies to remediation include the US. Bureau of Mines study ofcopper tailings in the Torch Lake
AreaofConcern for possible reclamation. Another example is Stelco Steel in the Hamilton Harbour Area
of Concern, which is going to complete a recycle system in its primary areas ofiron and steel making and
partial recycling, in addition to other improvements, at its ﬁnishing mills. Substantial reductions in
discharge levels of zinc, phenol, cyanide and ammonia have been achieved. In Waukegan Harbor,
sediments which are heavily contaminated with PCBs will be thermally extracted (to at least 97%) onsite
and incinerated at >2000°F at an offsite facility. Recently, the Toronto Harbour Commission has made
plans to recycle contaminated soils from coal storage facilities and oil refinery operations along the
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waterfront. The proposed $320 million project is expected to reclaim a 490-hectare site for use of a more
commercially-viable self—sufficient nature. The spirit of innovation and entrepreneurship must be
encouraged whereverpossible through RAPs. This approach also applies to institutional cooperation and
funding initiatives. In the Saginaw River/Bay Area ofConcern, a non-proﬁt organization (i.e. Saginaw
Bay Alliance) was established as aresult ofthe RAP process to address natural resource issues and facilitate
public education and participation. In the Buffalo River Area of Concern, a non-profit organization (i.e.
Friends of the Buffalo River) was established to lobby for remediation.
E. NEW AREAS OF CONCERN
Following IJC’s recommendation, the United States federal government designated Presque Isle
Bay (Erie, Pennsylvania) as an Area of Concern. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is currently
collecting data to evaluate comprehensively all 14 use impairments and determine their causes. No other
Areas ofConcernhave been identiﬁed, although there are anumberofgeographical areas (6. g. Trail Creek,
Indiana; Black River, New York; St. Joseph River, Michigan) which are receiving special monitoring
through the Great Lakes surveillance program and the jurisdictions.
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 2. Where RAPs Have Yet to be Developedfor Areas of Concern, Suggest How
Jurisdictions Can Expedite RAP Development
A. COMPREHENSIVE PROBLEM DEFINITION
The intent in the Great LakesWater Quality Agreement of requiring RAPs to be submitted in three
stages (i.e. 1: problem definition; 2: selection of remedial actions; and 3: confirmation of use restoration)
is to ensure that there is broad—based agreement on strategic aspects ofRAPs at key points in the planning
p oc wwb
Iii... IHI Fill
A Stage 1 RAP should deﬁne and describe environmental problems in Areas ofConcern in terms
of their seriousness and their extent. The Agreement outlines 14 beneficial use impairments to guide the
Parties and jurisdictions in defining problems. In addition, Stage 1 RAPs are expected to identify the
causes of the impairments and to pinpoint the sources of contaminants that may be causing the
impairments. Such an understanding is necessary to guide the setting ofappropriate priorities forremedial
actions and to identify solutions that hold the best chance for success. Since remediation is costly, it is
important that the right decisions be made at the stage of problem definition.
Figure 4 presents a summary ofuse impairments identiﬁed by the jurisdictions and Parties in the
43 Areas of Concern. In addition, it identifies which RAPs have been reviewed by the I]C and whether,
according to the IJC review, the problem deﬁnition and description of causes are complete. It is important
tonote that of the first 19 RAPs reviewed by the IIC, a comprehensive problemdefinition and description
of causes are complete in only six. In most cases where agreement on acomprehensive problem definition
was lacking, it was attributable to incomplete data or an absence of data on use impairments. In others,
data were minimal or lacking on quantification of the causes and sources of toxic substances problems.
Such additional data and information on problem deﬁnition can be included in Stage 2 RAP submissions.
Where RAPs have yet to be completed, every effort should be made to: x
1. Comprehensively identify problems, in terms of the 14 use impairments identified in
Annex 2 of the Agreement; 0
2. Ensure adequate funding to fill data and information gaps to complete Stage 1 RAPs; and
3. Utilize RAP institutional structures, such as stakeholder groups, basin committees and
public advisory committees, to reach broad-based agreement among the jurisdictions,
Parties, affected organizations and agencies, the public, and others onproblems and causes
in Areas of Concern.
 —M
FIGURE 4. SUMMARY OF USE LMPAIRMENTS IDENTIFIED BY THE JURISDICTIONS
IN AREAS OF CONCERN AND WHETHER OR NOT PROBLEM DEFINITION
AND DESCRIPTION OF CAUSES IS COIVIPLETE
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 B. GIVING RAPS THE FORCE OF LAW
The RAP workshop held at the 1989 Biennial Meeting of the I]C recommended that top manage-
ment of the Parties and jurisdictions consider incorporating RAPs into law, either by developing new statutes
or incorporating of RAPs/Areas of Concern into existing statutes. It was recommended that the statutes
include the direction, authority and funding to both develop and implement the RAPs. While there are many
things that can be done to integrate RAPs into federal—state-provincial priorities, there is a distinct difference
between integrating in that manner and giving RAPs the force of law for development andimplementation.
In the United States, the Great Lakes Critical Programs Act of 1990 has given the force oflaw to
develop MPs in each Areaof Concern. A time schedule and process has been established by this federal
law. Whether adequate resources will be available to the Parties and the jurisdictions to fulfill the
requirements of the law remains to be seen.
Giving RAPs the force of law in terms of implementation, however, cannot be done with a single
statute. The RAPs are, in fact, plans. They deal with point and nonpoint sources and with prevention and
cleanup. In most cases, specific cleanup activities can be undertaken with existing laws once the
appropriate cleanup methodology and resources are identified. To the extent that new laws are required
specifically for cleanup in any jurisdiction, they should be pursued. Full implementation of preventive
measures may require new laws, newrules, new permits, new water quality standards or other regulations,
which will need to be promulgated following the administrative procedures within each jurisdiction.
Although a simple law making RAPs enforceable will not work, the following is a list of examples
of what is being done or c0uld be done:
- Wandates,among other things, the developmentofaRAP
for each US. Area ofConcern and submittal to IJC by January 1, 1992; it further mandates that all US.
RAPs will be included within each state’s Water Quality Management Plan by January 1, 1993;
-W3amended, calls for the identification of
all sites of environmental contamination, which currently includes 8 of Michigan’s 14 Areas of
Concern. The rules promulgated under this statute require that remedial action plans, which consider
alternatives, address the 14 use impairments in the Agreement;
Possibly identifying U.S. Areas of Concern
Wouldmake the parts ofRAPs dealing with sources ofpollutants for which water
quality standards are not met, the legally-enforceable control strategy required by US. law;
- authorizes the US. Army Corps of Engineers to
provide technical, planning, and engineering assistance to states and local governments to develop and
implement RAPs for US. Areas of Concern; and
- Giving Canadian RAPs official statusundeW the statute by which Ontario
approves municipal plans. Recognizing RAPs as a legitimate componentofan official municipal plan
gives the RAP process status under the Planning Act and reinforces the concept that municipalities
have RAP implementation responsibilities.
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C. SUSTAINING RAP INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURES AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Since the conception ofRAPs, emphasis has been placed on the importance of public participation.
First, local citizens have a vital interest in Areas ofConcern; they drink the water, eat the fish or simply
walk along theirshoresvthSecond, with the best—
intentioned agency in theworldmmaléhpmﬁ-W
Wpublic support for the RAP process is essential in securing funding from
politicians. Third, the public is in a unique position to maintain the process and ensure that local needs
and priorities are met. If management of the environment is left to the ‘experts’ and the politicians, the
public becomes disenfranchised. It has been demonstrated many times that members of the public can
contribute a great deal to the preparation of a RAP.
The public’s inﬂuence on RAP development is well illustrated in the case of the St. Clair River
Binational Public Advisory Committee (BPAC). Representatives of environmental and labour groups
on the BPAC walked out in September 1990, charging the governments with repeated failure to make
serious progress on the St. Clair River RAP. The problems which they identified included: high turnover
ofRAP coordinators, lack of timely development ofRAP chapters and lack of upper-level, governmental,
management support. In response, the Ontario Ministry of the Environment hired a new technical writer
to assist in RAP preparation. By February 1991, the RAP team had distributed all draft chapters of the
Stage 1 RAP to the BPAC for its review. To avoid such situations in the future, governments must devote
adequate resources to ensure timely development of RAPs, demonstrate top—level political support, and
ensure sharing the decision—making process with RAP institutional structures (rather than limiting them
to a review role).
D. FOSTERING COMMUNICATION AMONG RAP GROUPS
Binational, national and jurisdictional communication among RAP groups has the potential to
provide solidarity of purpose, and could do much to save RAP teams from “reinventing the wheel.” Much
of the work on a RAP involves interpretation of data and negotiation and debate on appropriate
conclusions and remedial actions. If teams are informed about the processes going on in other Areas of
Concern, they might be able to proceed more rapidly with RAP preparation and implementation.
Previous UC RAP forums and workshops have been invaluable in fostering communication and
helping RAP groups and citizens to learn from each other’s experiences. The IJC is in a unique position
to foster communication among RAP groups and help with information and technology transfer.
Therefore, the IJC must continue to review and evaluate RAP progress by sponsoring regular RAP
workshops and forums. This role will become more important in the development of Stage 2 RAPs.
Communication among RAP institutional structures and citizens has also been fostered through province-
wide and state-wide RAP conferences and public advisory councils and RAP workshops.
 
 E. EFFECTIVE USE OF VOLUNTEERS
All of the citizens, including industrial, municipal and business representatives, participate in the
RAP process as volunteers. Where citizen volunteers have been given the opportunity for meaningful
involvement in the RAP process, they have made significant contributions. The value of this involvement
cannot be overestimated. It is important to acknowledge the valuable role ofcitizens, ensure their valuable
and effective use and recognize their unique contributions. This acknowledgement is particularly
important because of the limited resources within governments.
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 3. Where RAPs Exist, Describe Speciﬁc, and in the Board ’s Judgment,
Eﬁ‘ective Programs that have beenInitiated as Part ofRAP Implementation
A. RAPs ACCELERATING EXISTING PROGRAMS
Asn
  
oted in Section
  
 
v .
emphasis is placed on the implementation of
remedial actions. However, it is recognized that planning and implementation are pursued simultaneously
in the open and iterative MP process.
Therefore, most of the remedial actions taken to date have been implemented through existing
programs. Table 3 (p.27) presents selected examples of remedial actions in each of the 43 Areas of
Concern. Theimpetus for some ofthese remedial actions came as a result of the RAPprocess; the impetus
for others from existingprogramsm
W
“E . I i I . I E . I]. . . . I I
' ' ' (Figure 2).
It is particularly worth noting the range of remedial actions being taken in Areas ofConcern and
the amount ofresources being spent (Table 3). In total, several billion dollars have beenspent since 1988
on the selected remedial actions presentedin Table 3. Further, these remedial actions address a broad range
of water pollution issues, including proactivecontrol of contaminants at point sources, nonpoint source
control measures, remediation of hazardous waste sites and contaminated sediments, combined sewer
overﬂow control measures and habitat rehabilitation.
The Water Quality Board considers that the remedial actions presented in Table 3, although not
comprehensive, demonstrate substantial acceleration of existing remedial programs and substantial
progress. Furthermore, the fact that many RAP teams are now at the stage where additional remedial
options are being evaluated and selected is another major indicator of progress. Progress in remediation
is not consistent among Areas of Concern because RAPs are at different stages of development and
implementation. Continued, long-term support will be required for RAPs in order to implement fully
track one ofRAPs and achieve the goals of track two (Figure 2). It must be remembered that it tookdecades
to manifest the degree and extent oftoxic substances contamination in Areas ofConcern andrehabilitation
will not occur in a few short years. Long—term, continuous support will be requiredW
Wm
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 .i.m‘ ll.
- Woughthe stakeholder groups, basin committees, public advisory committees,
and citizen committees established in Areas of Concern;
-
W
a
n
d
' Wag.program milestones, target loading milstones, ecosystem health
milestones).
One effective way of celebrating milestones is to publish annual or biennial RAP progress reports or to
host public “State-of—the-RAP” events to manifest successes and assignpriorities to remaining challenges.
B. COALITION-BUILDING AND PARTNERSHIPS
The Water Quality Board considers that the RAP institutional structures established in 33 of the
43 Areas ofConcern (i.e. stakeholder groups, basin committees, public advisory committees, and others)
are important not only in implementing the ecosystem approach at the grassroots level, but in building
coalitions and partnerships for rehabilitation of local geographic areas which are degraded. Such
coalition—building andpartnerships should be encouraged in all Areas ofConcern in order to appropriately
assign priorities to remedial actions within a broader societal agenda and to help achieve greater
accountability within regulatory and resource management programs.
C. ANNUAL CLEANUP DAYS
The success of annual cleanup days held in a number of Areas of Concern is particularly worth
noting. For example, the annual Rouge River Rescue in Southeastern Michigan attracts several thousand
people to clear log-jams and remove debris. This provides not only a ﬁrst-hand, personal experience of
the pollution of the Rouge River, but an opportunity for a personal contribution to the rehabilitation of
their resource. In Green Bay, Wisconsin, cleanup days are scheduled in conjunction with regular contests
for school children. This action has the added benefit of integrating the RAP into school curricula. In
the Buffalo River Area ofConcern in New York, annual cleanup days have not only attracted more people
to the river, but have led to community proposals to obtain greater public access to the river. Therefore,
annual cleanup days have proven very effective in elevating the profile ofRAPs and gaining broad-based
community support.
 
 D. EDUCATION PROJECTS
To a large degree the RAP institutional structures and public outreach activities, such as
newsletters, foster education for adults. However, equally important is education of school-age children.
The Saginaw School District implemented a highly successful Saginaw River Journal Project in 1989-
1990. The project was supported jointly by the school district, General Motors Corp. and the University
of Michigan to help increase student awareness ofwater quality issues in the Saginaw River System. In
the Rouge River Basin in Southeastern Michigan, a Rouge River Interactive Water Quality Project has
involved 52 high school science classes in monitoring water quality. High school classes share data by
computer and every year a Water Quality Congress is organized to help interpret data and learn from each
other’s experiences.
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TABLE
3. S
ELECT
ED EX
AMPLE
S OF R
EMEDI
AL AC
TIONS
TAKEN
IN GRE
AT LA
KES A
REAS
OF CO
NCERN
 
1.
Peninsul
a Harbou
r -
Public ac
cess to th
e waterfr
ont has b
een impr
oved by t
he constr
uction of
u
onJames
River-Ma
rathon Lt
d. proper
ty.
2.
Jackﬁsh
Bay
- In 19
89, Kimbe
rly-Clar
k Canada
Ltd.W
t
a cost at
$30 milli
on.
3.
Nipigon
Bay
0 $930
,000 was
allocated
for Nipig
on Bay f
rom the G
reat Lak
es Clean
-Up Fund
to initiate
a 6—stage
d, 4-year
project, b
eginning
in 1990 t
o
M
y
augmenting t
he remnant ﬁs
h stock, reope
ning migrator
y routes and r
estoring degr
aded habitats.
Various agenc
ies will contr
ibute an addi
tional $1,862
,000 toward t
he 4-year proj
ect
4.
'I’hunde
rBay
’ Cana
dian Pac
iﬁc Fores
t Product
s (CPFP)
isco
ns
tr
uc
ti
nW
obe o
perationa
l by 1991
, at a
cost of $3
00—millio
n. The n
ew proce
ss will re
place che
micals wi
th heat a
nd grinds
tones to p
roduce cl
eaner pul
p and cut
productio
n in
the sul
phite mi
ll.
- CPF
P is const
ructing a
$35 milli
on activa
ted sludg
e type pr
ocess for
its second
ary treat
ment facil
ity.
- A 6-
staged, 4
-year hab
itat rehab
ilitation
project w
ill begin
in 1990.
Contribut
ions from
the Great
Lakes Cl
eanup Fu
nd and va
rious
agencies
totalled $
2,305,00
0 and $3,
006,000,
respective
ly. The
project is
anticipat
ed to crea
te/restore
degraded
and lost n
earshore
aquatic h
abitat in
four tribu
taries, re
habilitate
the littor
al zone, s
tabilize w
etlands,
restore ri
verine div
ersity an
d increas
e abunda
nce of
ﬁsh an
d wildl
ife pop
ulation
s in the
Thunde
r Bay A
rea of
Concer
n.
2
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0 Since 19
88, new slud
ge manageme
nt practices a
t Northern Wo
od Preserver
s will reduce
suspended so
lids and relat
ed toxins by t
reating
sludg
e wit
h chlo
rophe
nol.
- In 1988,
Reichhold Ch
emicals prov
ided seconda
ry treatment
on site, prior
to discharge i
nto the munici
pal sewer sy
stem
5. St L
ouis Bay/Riv
er 0 Du
e to soil, surf
ace water and
groundwater
contaminatio
n at Arrowhe
ad Reﬁnery,
a Superfund s
ite, a French d
rain and pump
ing system
will be instal
led to remove
PAHs, PCBs,
heavy metals
and other org
anic compoun
ds from grou
ndwater, whi
ch will be sen
t to Western
Lake Sup
erior San
itary Dist
rict for t
reatment.
Other act
ions incl
ude on-sit
e inciner
ation of c
ontamina
ted sludg
es and so
ils, and p
rovi-
sion of ci
ty water f
or residen
ts. The
3—part pr
oject has
an appro
ximate co
st of $40
—$60 mill
ion.
- The
Superfun
d site, US
. Steel D
uluth Wo
rks Site,
began a c
leanup pl
an in 198
8 which
involved
the demol
ition of
buildings
, remova
l of
barrels and di
smantling of
tanks and pip
elines that we
re cleaned an
d recycled. A
dditional pro
posed actions
include const
ruction of a
slurry wal
l to preve
nt coal ta
r from se
eping int
o the St L
ouis Riv
er and dr
edging of
coal tar s
eeps. Ap
proximat
e cost of
cleanup i
s $8
million.
0 In 1990,
40 barrels con
taining coal t
ar were remov
ed from an a
rea adjacent t
o the Duluth A
ir Force Base
, a Superfund
site. This
hazardou
s waste i
s being s
tored and
awaiting
transport
for incine
ration at
an approv
ed site. A
plan is an
ticipated
in spring
1991.
6.
Torch La
ke
0 In 1
988, Tor
ch Lake
was rank
ed on the
National
Prioritie
s List of
Superfun
d and re
ceived f
unding f
or a reme
dial inve
stigation
and feasi
bility st
udy of co
ntaminat
ed sedim
ents and
tailings.
- Barrels
and debris ha
ve beenremo
ved from the
shoreline and
municipal sl
udge is being
used to stabi
lize various
tailing deposi
ts,
encourag
e revegat
ation an
d preven
t erosion
.
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Deer Lake -
Carp Cre
ek/River
In 1985, a new $8-million
Ishpeming Regional Waste
water Treatment Plant ca
me onlineMW
Wlac
ethree inadequate pr
imary wastewater treatmen
t plants.
From fall 1985 to spring1
987Wt
oeradicate ﬁsh and re
duce human and wildlife e
xposure to mercury.
W
n
1987 and
1988, ap
proxima
wa 2 mill
ion walle
ye fry an
d 50,000
yellow
perch were stocked in the lake.
 
Manist
ique R
iver
$6000 was allocated in Jul
y 1990 under Public Act 3
28 to develop a work plan
to evaluate the extent of s
ediment contamination and
effects on aquatic life.
Manistique Papers, Inc; re
ceived a new NPDES perm
it containing limits on Zn,
Or and Ag.
Menomin
ee River
The Menominee Paper Companyimplementemat its facility in August 1989.
Maintenance dredging in the shipping channel of the river has been approved by MDNR and the US. EPA, and is being scheduled by
the us. ArmyCorps of En
gineers in 1991.
A cleanup program will re
move paint sludge from tw
o areas in the bay and coll
ect stray nodules along the
shoreline south of the Flan
der
Industries, Inc. plant site in spring 1991.
A consent order was signed by the City of Menominee and US. EPA in August 1989, resulting in a submission of a plan for the
elimination of CSOs in th
e Menominee wastewater
collection system and to re
quire compliance with esta
blished efﬂuent limits.
10. Fox River/Green Bay The Green Bay Metropolit
an Sewage District volunta
rily reduced phosphorus a
nd ammonia discharges fr
om 0.8 mg/L to 0.5 mg/L.
This
represents a 4% reduction
in the total phosphorus loa
d from the Fox River to th
e lower bay. The facility r
eceived the “Clean Bay
Backer” award in March 1990.
Three nonpoint source wat
ershed projects have been
initiated between 1988 and
1990, c0vering approximat
ely 790 kml. The goal is
to
signiﬁcantly reduce loadin
gs of suspended solids and
phosphorus to the Fox Riv
er and Green Bay.
Approximately $100,000 w
as allocated in 1990 for de
velopment of riverfront wa
lkways, walleye spawning
habitat, shoreline ﬁshing
access and boat launching facilities.
A $250,000 grant from Wi
sconsin DNR allowed the
City of DePere to construc
t wet detention ponds desi
gned to retain and treat urb
an
stormwater runoff in East River watershed.
11.
Sheboy
gan Ri
ver
From December 1989 to June 1990, 2,300 m3 of PCB-contaminated sediment has been removed from the river under the Superfund
program at a cost of over $2 million.
12. Milwaukee Harbor
 
As part of a Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District Abatement Program, an estimated $2.2 billion project is underway to
upgrade and rehabilitate the sewage treatment plant and construct a deep tunnel system for CSOs.
The legislature has selected 5 Priority Watersheds affecting the Area of Concern to be designated as on—going clean—up sites.
These are the East-West, South and North Branch of the Milwaukee River, Menominee River; Cedar Creek and a sixth water-
shed, designated in 1990, Kinnickinnic River.
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13. Wau
keg
an H
arbo
r
As a result of a 1988 Cons
ent Decree, Outboard Mar
ine Corporation has provi
ded $20 million for remedi
ation of PCB—contaminate
d
sediments. P
CBs from sed
iment ‘hot spo
ts” will be th
ermally extra
cted and high
-temperature
incinerated.
Sediments wi
th lower PCB
contaminatio
n will be plac
ed in contain
ment cells.
The Yeoman Cheek Landﬁl
l, a Superfund site, was c
losed and fenced-off from
the public due to leaching
of contaminants into Yeom
an
Creek. In 1990, the adjace
nt Edwards Field ballpark
was also closed and negoti
ations are on-going with p
otentially responsible part
ies
to conduct a
Remedial Inv
estigation/Fea
sibility Study
.
Thirty 55-gal
lon drums we
re found to b
e deterioratin
g at the Wauk
egan Paint fa
cility and are
being stored o
n-site to prev
ent soil
contamination
, awaiting re
moval to’an o
ff—site treatm
ent facility.
14. Gra
nd C
alu
met
Rive
r/
Indiana H
arbor Ca
nal
0
USX Corpora
tion has agre
ed to pay $34
.1 million to
help clean up
the river; $26
.6 million wil
l be used to s
top discharges
,
$5 million to
help clean up
sediments and
$2.5 million
for studies.
Cleanup
efforts at
the Amoc
o Oil Co.
in Whitin
g will inc
lude a 16
.8 millio
n gallon p
ool of le
aked oil b
eneath th
e compan
y's and n
earby
residential pro
perty. In 199
1, Amoco pl
edged $15 mil
lion for overa
ll cleanup.
15.
Kal
ama
zoo
Rive
r Three pot
entially respo
nsible parties
for PCB cont
amination hav
e been identif
ied by the Sta
te to date and
enforcement
actions are pr
oceeding.
Approximatel
y $5 million
of remedial ac
tion funds ha
ve been secur
ed under Stat
e Act 307 to
implement in
terim actions
at three drawn
down impoundments of Pl
ainwell, Otsego and Trowb
ridge.
l6. Muske
gon La
ke
17. White Lake
Purgewells in
stalled and ma
intained to p
revent contam
inated groun
dwater from e
ntering the la
ke.
In 1990, a sy
stem of cluste
r wells was in
stalled to mon
itor static wa
ter levels and
to assure that
a descending
water gradien
t was being
maintained b
y the system.
The goal is to
fully intercep
t contaminate
d groundwate
r before it en
ters White La
ke.
18.
Sagi
naw R
iver
/Bay
The City of S
aginaw‘s new
discharge per
mit, issued in
October 1989
, mandates a
construction
schedule for 6
retention basi
ns at a cost of
$81 milli
on; two a
re to be c
ompleted
by 1992.
Over $3.2 mil
lion of federa
l money (U.8
. DA and EPA
) has been ap
propriated to
address vario
us nonpoint s
ource issues i
n the Saginaw
Basin.
Michigan DN
R has purcha
sed $7 millio
n worth of la
nd along Sagi
naw Bay duri
ng the past tl
uee years to p
reserve impor
tant habitat a
nd
to provid
e recreat
ional oppo
rtunities
.
Michigan DN
R is stocking
Hexagenia eg
gs in selected
areas of the B
ay to re-estab
lish this histo
rically abunda
nt invertebrat
e.
19.
Collingw
ood Harb
our
The municipa
l Sewage Tre
atment Plant
(STP) in Coll
ingwood lowe
red the phosp
horus content
in its effluent
to
meet provinci
al objectives
in 1986 and,
during 1988-
1989 reduced
the phosphor
us content to
half of that ob
jective.
20.
Severn
Sound
The Great La
kes Clean-up
Fund contrib
uted $25,000
in 1990 to the
Ontario MOE
inspection/co
rrection prog
ram for prima
ry sewage
systems. It wi
ll continue to
partially fund
the program f
or the next fo
ur years.
In 1990, Seve
rn Sound Rem
edial Action
Plan Team as
sisted North
Simcoe Soil
and Crop Imp
rovement Ass
ociation in op
erating a no-t
ill
drill for soil c
onservation m
easures. Fut
ure demonstra
tion is antici
pated in 1991.
21. Spanish River v E.B. Eddy introduced process changes, substituting chlorine for chlorine dioxide in softwood and hardwood bleaching in 1988 and 1990,
respectively, to reduce dioxin and dibenzofuran production.
0 In 1989, all waste streams from E.B. Eddy, which previously received only primary treatment, were directed to a secondary treatment lagoon.
0 Small Craft Harbour Canada, in conjunction with the Village of Spanish, funded a dredging operation in the harbour channel in 1990 at an
approximate cost of $300,000 to expand its marina facilities. The dredged material exceeded contaminant guidelines for metals and was
deposited in
an upland dis
posal facility.
22. Clinton River ' In 1989, a Consent Judgement was signed with Liquid Disposal Inc. for a $22 million clean-up of Michigan’s highest ranked Superfund site.
Over 500industries have agreed to share costs for excavation, solidiﬁcation and permanent storage behind slurry wells.
0 Armada and Mount Clemens Wastewater Treatment Plants were recently upgraded at a cost of $4.2 and $12.7 million, respectively, to reduce
the amount of discharge o
f both conventional and to
xic pollutants.
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
0 Dredging of sediment deposits across the mouth of the natural river channel was completed in December 1990.
 
23. Rouge River '
 
- As a result of a NPDES permit violation, Rouge Steel Co. and USX were required to dredge 30,600 m3 of zinc-contaminated sediment, at a
cost of $1 million and to p
lace it in a conﬁned dispos
al facility.
2
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t In 1988, the City of Southﬁeld created a sequence of deep pools and shallow riffles by constructing six triangular wing dams to improve ﬁsh
habitat (cost was $8,000 and resulted in Southﬁeld winning a 1988 Clean Water Award).
0 $111,000 was awarded to the Soil Conservation Service to implement Best Management Practices in a Iii-county area that includes the lower
branch of the
Rouge River.
24. River Raisin - Consolidated Packaging South Plant completed the removal of 300 barrels and transformers containing PCBs.
° Port of Monroe Landﬁll - Phase 1 of remedial investigation on east side of landﬁll complete; west side investigation scheduled for completion
in spring 1991.
0 Ford Motor Co. is developing hazardous waste site cleanup plans.
25. Maumee River ' The City of Toledo will complete a 9-phase CSO abatement program in 1996. Currently underway are Phases 1 and 2, at a cost of $12.5 million.
0 Cleanup at several RCRA facilities has been completed in 1990. These are Allied Automative, Toledo Stamping, Owens-Illinois (Hilﬁnger),
Philips Petroleum and Webstrand.
0 The U.S. Congress has authorized 50% funding for a $13.2 million project to dredge the lower Ottawa River for PCBs and PAHs-contaminated
sediment from Suder Ave. to Lost Peninsula.
A Swan Creek litter cleanup is conducted annually by volunteers to improve aesthetics.
 
   
26. Black
River
In 1990, following a Consent Decree, USX/Kobe Steel was required to dredge approximately 35,200 m3 of PAH—contaminated sediment from
the river at the cost of $1.5 million to USX. The dredged material will be placed in a containment cell on company property.
As a result of a legal action by U.S. EPA, the City of Elyria upgraded its municipal wastewater treatment plant at a cost of $33.401.600 to
bring it into compliance with its NPDES permit.
In 1988, a new municipal wastewater treatment plant was built in Lorain, at a cost of $27,935,000 to relieve the overload on the existing plant and
provide improved sewer service to the west side of Lorain.
27.
Cuyaho
ga Riv
er A new biological wastewater pretreatment system was implemented in 1990 at LTV Steel as a result of negotiations between Ohio EPA and LTV
Steel to reduce loadings of ammonia, phenols and cyanide. The cost was $20 million.
The City of Cuyahoga Falls lined a 235-fL section of sewers with a plastic sleeve, and a manhole shaft was constructed to facilitate cleaning of a
partial blockage and cracked sewer. These actions will eliminate dry-weather leakage of bacteria-contaminated water in the Cuyahoga Falls
Gorge area, at a cost of $20,000 and $70,000, respectively. The impetus for this action came from RAP participants.
In 1990, the City of Akron stabilized riverbanks near the “Old City Landﬁll” in order to control debris and litter entering the Area of Concern, at a
cost of $196,000.
28.
3
0
Ashtabula River
In 1990, the State of Ohio received 87 million in state funding for the removal and disposal of contaminated Ashtabula River seditnents. Ohio is
seeking federal matching for this expenditure.
Occidental Chemical Corporation completed construction of drains and slurry walls in 1990, at a cost of $3.5 million, to allow removal of organic
chemicals prior to discharge. There are new no detectable organics in the treated discharge. Occidental was also required to contribute $7,500 to
the Ashtabula RAP process.
29.
Presque Isle Bay The City of Erie, Pennsylvania recently signed a Consent Decree with the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources to address the
sewer and C80 problems in the area. A $1 million contract was signed by the City in February 1991 to investigate and remediate the problems
associated with the Mill Creek Tube (i.e. to locate all sources of input into the Tube and direct it to the wastewater treatment plant).
30
.
Wheatley
Harbour
Since 1988, all industries with process water, except Omstead Foods, discharge into the communal activated sludge sewage treatment plant for
Wheatley-Rommney Township, constructed at a cost of over $4 million (residential areas on the east side of the harbour are also connected to the
system). This action has eliminated point source discharges from these industries.
Omstead Foods upgraded its wastewater treatment plant in 1989 to include improved sludge treatment and a change of piping. This improved
their ability to maintain high temperatures in winter within the aeration section, allowing for better removal of biological contaminants.
Students Cleaning Our Urban Rivers cleaned Muddy Creek wetlands and Wheatley Harbour in 1988.
31
. Buffalo River
The US. Congress has allocated $600,000 to the US. EPA/GLNPO for dredging and disposal of contaminated sediments from the lower Buffalo River.
New York State has acquired land in the Area of Concern to construct a recreational access facility, and a 7.6 m setback requirement has been
issued by the City of Buffalo for the lower Buffalo River shoreline.
Remedial measures that were completed at two inactive waste sites include excavation of contaminated soils and installation of groundwater and
leachate collection systems.
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32. Eighteen Mile Creek 0
The recent upgrade of the sewage treatment facility in the City of Lockport has allowed implementation of a local composting project
due to more complete drying and handling of solids at the plant. Total cost of upgrading could reach $500,000.
Upgrades to the General Motors, Harrison Radiator Division treatment facility will be necessary to complete the implementation of a
stormwater segregation and treatment system that directs potentially-contaminated surface runoff from the facility back to on-site
treatment works.
33
.
34.
35.
36
.
37.
Rochester Embayment '
Omega Harbor 0
Bay of Quinte
-
Port Hope
-
Metro Toronto
-
A city-wide CSO collection and treatment system has been developed at a cost of $475 million.
Stormwater runoff has been reduced and ‘treated’, using wetlands to catch, ﬁlter and detain ﬂows. Nutrient and sediment inputs to
Irondequoit Bay have been reduced at a cost of $150,000.
Kodak is implementing a $250 million reconstruction of their chemical bulk storage containment system at their facility in Rochester.
These plans exceed state and federal regulations in terms of backup systems, and should better protect surface and groundwater from
risk of spills.
Fulton Sewage Treatment Plant has been extensively upgraded resulting in signiﬁcant reductions in phosphorus discharges into the
Oswego River.
The Ley Creek stormwater control system, which serves a large portion of Syracuse, has been improved to eliminate dryweather
overﬂows and to signiﬁcantly reduce wet weather overﬂows into the Oswego River drainage basin.
Enforcement actions have beentaken against Anheuser—Busch and Nestlés to reduce their discharge of conventional pollutants.
Syracuse Metropolitan Treatment Plant has reduced phosphorus loadings into Onondaga Lake through (pilot scale) nutrient removal
techniques. The action was undertaken against the City for exceeding discharge limits.
In 1988, Domtar Wood Preserving Plant in Trenton completed a wastewater treatment system program and upgraded from straw filters
to activated carbon ﬁlters, at a cost of approximately $700,000.
In June 1990, 185 buried drums containing nichlorethylene were removed by the Ontario government from an illegal waste disposal site
in Ameliasburgh Township. The owner of the site, president of Blackbird Holdings Inc., was successfully prosecuted under the Ontario
Environmental Protection Act and the Water Resources Act for the offence, and was sentenced to a prison term of six months; the
company was ﬁned $90,000. As of June 23, 1990, clean-up has cost Ontario Ministry of the Environment $250,000. They will probably
seek reimbursement from the company.
A siting process has been initiated to locate a contaminant facility to store radionuclide-contaminated sediment from the Port Hope
Harbour. Three of the ﬁve stages of the siting process are completed.
In 1989 Metro Toronto and the province allocated $71 million for upgrading wastewater treatment plants and infrastructure improvements.
Phase 1 of the Eastern Shore Beaches Retention Tank Clean-up was completed in July 1990, at a cost of $4.4 million.
$1.7 million is to be spent in 1990 in Metro Toronto and Peel Region on a Household Hazardous Waste Collection program.
   
38
. Hamilton Harbour
Construction of three retention basins to control CSOs from 1988 to 1991.
A three-stage dredging project was initiated in 1988 to contain an estimated 353,000 In3 of contaminated sediment in Winderrnere Basin.
Stelco has gone to complete a recycle system in its primary areas of iron and steel making and has introduced partial recycling at its
ﬁnishing mills; Dofasco has upgraded its acid generation plant, implemented recycling of blast furnace cleaning water and introduced
stream distillation stripping in coke ovens.
39
.
St. Mar
ys Riv
er
Construction of a wastewater ﬁltration plant was completed in March 1990 by Algoma Steel. Preliminary monitoring indicates a
signiﬁcant reduction in suspended solids. In addition, Algoma Steel constructed a new biological oxidation treatment unit. which
became operational in fall 1990. Both projects have a combined cost of $33.9 million.
Combined sewer overﬂow control program is required by the NPDES permit for the City of Sault Ste. Marie, MI.
Interim remedial actions, including dike construction and sprinkler installation, have been completed at the Cannelton Tannery Waste
Site in Sault Ste. Marie, MI under Superfund.
40.
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St. Clair River
Dow Chemical Canada Inc. announced in 1989 to spend $10 million on plant process changes and environmental improvements at the
Sarnia Division. The Sarnia Division has planned 25 projects in environmental protection and improvement; $1.6 million of this sum
will be used to reduce benzene evaporation by replacing two existing storage tanks with a tank which can tolerate pressure and capture
benzene vapours, using pressure-swing absorption technology.
Shell spent $37.5 million on sewer upgrades.
Polysar has allocated $20 million for sewer separation and spill containment.
Esso Petroleum and Suncor have also invested in upgrading wastewater treatment.
NPDES permits for Marine City, Marysville, St Clair and Port Huron, MI require implementation of interim CSO control programs, and
development of ﬁnal programs.
41. Detroi
t Rive
r
NPDES permit for City of Detroit requires development and implementation of a C80 control program.
42. Niagara River (NY)
5,740 m3 of contaminated soils will be excavated from the Love Canal 93rd Street School Site, at an estimated cost of $4 million in
1990-1991. Following the excavation process, the soils will be permanently immobilized through on-site solidiﬁcation/stabilization.
Construction of leachate storage and handling facilities at the Hyde Park Landﬁll was completed in 1989. The leachate is treated by a
combination of biological and carbon ﬁltration.
Approximately 3,800 m3 of dioxin-contaminated waste (contained in drums) and19,100 m3 of dioxin-contaminated sediment from Black
and Bergholtz Creeks have beenexcavated and stored at Occidental’s Buffalo Avenue Plant. Occidental is setting up a high-temperature
(>2,200°F) incinerator for these wastes, and ash will be stored on—site.
At the Occidental-sz hazardous waste site an interceptor drain was installed, and storm-sewer cleaning was introduced to remove
contaminated sediment
A groundwater pumping and treatment system was initiated at the Dupont hazardous waste site.
 
3
3
Niagara R
iver (ON
T) Fort Erie Sewage Treatment System consists of two water pollution control plants, the Anger Avenue Plant and the crystal Beach Plant.
The Anger Avenue Plant increased its capacity by 58 million litres/day in 1990 and was upgraded from primary to secondary treatment,
at a cost of $13.7 million. Construction of a new water pollution control plant adjacent to the existing Crystal Beach Plant commenced
in September 1990, at an estimated cost of $13.3 million.
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St. Lawre
nce (NY)
(Mas
sena
)
St. Lawre
nce (ONT
)
(Corn
wall)
A Record of Decision taken under Superfund requires General Motors Central Foundry in Massena, New York to remediate PCB-
contaminated sediments and soils at an estimated total cost of $78 million. In addition, the capping and temporary closure at the GM
industrial landﬁll cost an estimated $2 million.
0f four outfalls at Reynolds Metal Corporation, installation of a carbon treatment system in one has reduced PCB levels from approxi-
mately 10 mg/L to nondetectable levels. Another outfall has been eliminated, and discharge from a third is now being collected and
treated. Contaminated soil and sediment below two outfalls have been removed, at a total cost of over $2.25 million.
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation enforcement actions have required ﬂow reductions and end-of—pipe
treatment at two ofALCOA’s ﬁve outfalls. PCB-contaminated sediment and soil have been removed from a ditch below a third outfall,
and from a small marsh nearby. To date, over $7million has been spent on remedial actions at ALCOA.
The 1988 expansion and upgrading of the Cornwall Sewage Treatment Plant and sewer system has reduced the number of C80
discharges and overﬂow p
oints, at a cost of $7 millio
n.
Courtaulds Films voluntarily shutdown in 1989, an action which should significantly reduce total pollutant loadings in the area.
 
 
 4. Identify the Principal Barriers to, and Review the Types ofSpecific
Beneﬁts to be Derived as a Result of, RAP Implementation
A. BARRIERS
In t
his
sect
ion,
One substantial barrier is lack of a clear statement on problems and causes as
evidenced in 13 ofthe first 19 RAPs reviewed by the IIC (Table 4). A Stage 1 RAP should contain a point—
by-point evaluation of the status of the 14 use impairments and should quantify, to the maximum extent
possible, the causes and sources ofenvironmental problems. Every effort should be made to put in writing
a clear and precise problem statement, consistentwith the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. Further,
there should be sufficient data and information to proceed with development of a Stage 2 RAP.
, . . ___‘_’_ .
   
all but four of the Areas ofConcem),m
WWWTo some extent
the data gaps may be due to limited resources to fund environmental surveys or research, but the absence
of data obviously cannot conclusively demonstrate that an impairment does not exist. A second reason
is that the 1987 amendments to the Agreementprovided greater clarity and precision in defining problems
by focusing on the 14 specific use impairments (Table 2). For the first time, speciﬁc uses were identiﬁed
for which all Areas of Concern should be evaluated. Nine of the first 19 RAPs (Table 4) were completed
by the jurisdictions prior to the 1987 amendments.
WW
Me.g. Metro Toronto and Rouge River). However, the two-track philosophy outlined earlier
in Section 1 is designed to allow the ﬂexibility to proceed on remedial actions that are well understood
and clearly needed, while investigations simultaneously proceed on issues that are less well understood.
WPlanning should not slow down clearly-needed remediation.
A crucial test of the RAP process is the clarity and speciﬁcity of Stage 2RAPS.M'' '
. .S iililllni i .E i.l.ll.i.
alum-WW Stage 2 RAPs must identify the
organizations, agencies or individuals responsible for implementation of remedial actions. In addition,
Stage 2 RAPs should presentwork plans andresource commitments in sufficient detail to be able to ensure
accountability. This requirement, in itself, presents a problem for many agencies that must budget in a
hand-to-mouth fashion as they are dependent on variable annual budget allocations from the jurisdictions.
RAPs are a good example of a program that requires a sustained budget; their lifespan extends over
decades, rather than months or years. It is likely that not all remedial actions will be assured or budgeted
when the Stage 2 RAP is written. The essential point is that the necessary actions be clearly identified,
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together with who is responsible for the actions.
In general, the allocation of funding for environmental issues
appears to be rather volatile,
particularly in an environment of international conﬂict, industrial layoffs and budget deficits on both sides
i
of the border.
Both money
and qualified personnel for work on the Great Lakes are limited.
Three specific examples where
resources and/or technology are limiting are presented below.
it
-
Agricultural Nonpoint Source Pollution Controls - Although technical solutions are available,
9
persistent economic, social, institutional and legal problems often represent impediments to rapid and
consistent implementation.
Continued implementation of nonpoint source pollution controls will
require long—term support for education, technical assistance and financial assistance.
;‘
-
Combined Sewer Overﬂow Controls — Current controls measures fall into three categories: controlling
pollutants at source, optimizing existing collection and treatment systems, and retention of wet-
weather ﬂows
for later treatment.
Costs can run into billions of dollars.
Key
considerations include
ﬂexibility, timing and securing long-term creative ﬁnancing.
-
Remediation ofContaminated Sediments — Both technology and resources are severely limiting. The
federal governments must seek sufficient, long-term resource commitments and evaluate new/
alternative technologies in pilot-scale tests and demonstration projects. One example is the Canadian
GreatLakes University Research Fund which was established in 1990 to sponsorresearch on potential
technical solutions for remediation of contaminated sediments.
Furthermore, the lack of sediment
criteria for establishing cleanup levels for contaminated sediment will be problematic.
Sediment
criteria should be scientiﬁcally defensible, consistent with other relevantprograms such as Superfund,
pragmatic, politically-accepted and uniformly applicable.
i.
i
_
.
r
.
.
.
.
I
ﬁ
i
i
I
In addition, other mechanisms, such as the US. Superfund program, Michigan’s Act
307/328 program, or enforcement
actions must be pursued.
It is suggested that governments explore
means offinancing ‘up—front’ costs, such as engineering and feasibility studies, required to establish firm
costs for remedial actions proposed in the Stage 2 RAPs.
The current practice of including such studies
as part of Stage 2 has resulted in poor estimates of the true costs required to implement remedial actions.
Consistent with Track
1 of RAPs
in Figure2
m
M
W
Where
responsibility is known,
emphasis
should be placed on
the concept
of “polluter pays.”
Speciﬁc
examples
can be found in Table
3.
Another
important concept is the ecosystem approach to ﬁnancing.
A
good example ofthis concept is the settlement
reached forthe highest—ranked Superfund site in Michigan (i.e. Liquid Disposal,Inc.). Inthis settlement, over
500 industries whichused the facility in the 1960s and 1970s agreed to share equitably the costs of excavation
of contaminated
soils,
solidiﬁcation,
containment
of solidiﬁed
waste
and
treatment
of contaminated
,
groundwater ($23 million), based on
the amount of hazardous waste each industry disposed of at Liquid
Disposal, Inc.
New
and creative ﬁnancing techniques are very much needed and must be encouraged.
  
With
respect
to
Track
2
of
RAPs,
it is
important
that
barriers
to the
selection
of
additional
programs
needed to fully restore uses be clearly stated in the RAP.
This includes the action steps needed
to
clarify the gaps
left by
existing programs
and
exactly
what
new
programs
are needed.
Open-ended
statements that further study is needed, are not adequate. Track 2 requires clear statements ofwhat remains
unresolved
and the sequence
of action steps needed
to answer unknowns
and
specify remedial
actions.
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TAB
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T
H
E
INTERNATIONAL
JOINT
CONTMISSION
R
E
V
I
E
W
C
O
M
M
E
N
T
S
ON THE ADEQUACY OF RAPS
 
A
R
E
A
OF
C
O
N
C
E
R
N
IJC
R
E
V
I
E
W
C
O
M
M
E
N
T
S
(Jurisdiction)
Torch
Lake
Environmental
problems
adequately
described, but cause
oftumors
in ﬁsh
(Michigan)
not determined.
'
5 well as amore
precise definition
ofR
A
P
goals.
US.
EPA
has
initiated
a
remedial
investigation
and
feasibility
study
under
Superfund.
Deer
Lake/
Mercury
contamination offish and
resulting reproductiveproblems
ofbald
Carp
Creek/River
eagles
are well
deﬁned;
information
on
other use
impairments,
socio-
(Michigan)
economic
factors
and
institutional frameworks
is needed,
as is expansion
ofpublic involvement
in plan.
Point sources were
addressed, but nonpoint
sources
were
not.
Michigan
has
taken
action to
drain
the
lake and
contaminated
fish have
beenkilled; mercury
discharge
by
the
mining
company
has ceased.
'
'
'
(a
ﬁsh consumption
advisory,
due to mercury in fish at the mouth of the Carp
River, remains in place).
Manistique River
(Michigan)
Cause-and-effect relationships are
clear; the IJC
is encouraged
by
state’s
efforts to identify sources of contamination and use impairments,-plans
are needed to remediate contaminated soils and sediment.
Fox River —
Southern Green Bay
(Wisconsin)
The
RAP
combined
significant public involvement
and an
ecosystem
approach.
-
—
—
—
-
Detail onmajor industrial point sourceproblems and level 0
remedra
action should be included in future stages; specific agency responsibilities
should also be listed for each identified remedial action.
Muskegon Lake
(Michigan)
The RAP-quantitative
goals and adequate assessment of contami—
nated sediments and sources ofPCB
and mercury contamination.
Greater
identification of these areas is needed, as well as information on other use
impairments, socio-economic factors and institutional frameworks, and
expansion of public involvement in development ofplan.
White Lake
(Michigan)
RAP provides historical record ofcauses and effects of remediation.
The
plaI—include
information on other use impairments, socio—
economic factors and institutional frameworks, and expansion of public
involvement is needed; development of timetables and agency responsi-
bilities were not identiﬁed.
Contaminated groundwater from Occidental
Chemical Company occasionally continues to enter White Lake. A Consent
Judgement calls for completely halting contaminated groundwater intrusion.
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AREA OF CONCERN
(Jurisdiction)
UC REVIEW COMMENTS
River Raisin
(Michigan)
Area’s problems identiﬁed-additional information on the sources and
extent of contamination, more precise deﬁnition of impaired uses and
outlines of remedial actions are needed.
Rouge River
(Michigan)
The level of community involvement and public support is exemplary.
M CSOs, separate sanitary sewers
and bacterial problems, but not with respect to toxic substances. The
cause of toxic contamination and additional remedial measures to address
this pollution are needed.
Clinton River
(Michigan)
Stage 1 requirement- Impaired uses and their causes are not
deﬁned, and comprehensive source loading data for toxic substances is
lacking. Information on remedial measures, socio-economic factors and
institutional frameworks, and expansion of public involvement is
needed. Work plans and resource commitments are also needed.
Saginaw Bay/River
(Michigan)
The RAI.adequately identify and describe all impairments to
beneﬁcial uses, their causes and implications, particularly to human and
ecosystem health. Information on remedial measures, socio-economic
factors and institutional frameworks is needed. Public involvement
efforts are commended and encouraged to continue.
Collingwood Harbour
(Ontario)
Addresses serious pollution problems in harbour, but additional analysis
of causes of use impairments and impacts of nonpoint sources of pollu—
tion are needed. Information on remedial measures, socio-economic
factors and institutional frameworks is needed. Data from 1989 surveys
shouldprovideM
Sheboygan River
(Wisconsin)
Stage 1 requiremean ofthe use impairments.
The RAP has not adequately described deformities and reproduction
problems in birds and other animals or degradation of phytoplankton and
zooplankton populations. Excellent interagency coordination and foster—
ing of public participation.
Hamilton Harbour
minor
mUse impairments have beencomprehensively
identiﬁed and the causes of each have beenwell described, with only
deﬁciencies in source loadingdata. Additional information on irnplica—
tions of land use practices would be helpful. Hamilton Harbour Stakehold-
ers’ Group provides a model for public participation in Areas of Concern.
 AREA OF CONCERN IJC REVIEW COMMENTS
(Jurisdiction)
Buffalo River
TheRAP—
meet Stage 1 requirements because of incomplete
(New York)
problem deﬁnition. Five use impairments are adequately addressed, and
for these Stage 2 activities can proceed. The Buffalo River Citizens
Committee and the NYSDEC have worked productively together, and
should complete the problem deﬁnition once necessary data have been
collected.
Port Hope
The harbour is polluted with
(Ontario)
radionuclides and heavy metals which have caused two use impairments:
degradation of benthos and restrictions on dredging. Public involvement
has been valuable and should be sustained throughout subsequent stages of
RAP development and implementation.
Severn Sound
(Ontario)
WProblem deﬁnition is good, and
causes and sources have been generally addressed.Information is sufﬁ-
cient to proceed with Stage 2 RAP development, although more detailed
information should be provided on the causes of several use impairments
in the Stage 2 submission.
Metro Toronto
This RAE—meet Stage 1 requirements because it does not
(Ontario) adequately describe the sources and causes of ecosystem impairment due
to persistent toxic substances. The primary focus is on conventional
pollutants. Use impairments have been generally described, but more
quantitative information on causes and sources of these problems is
required.
Oswego River/ This RAPmneet Stage 1 requirements because problem deﬁnition
Harbor is incomplete for four use impairments, and because causes and sources of
(New York) use impairments are not adequately addressed, partly due to limited data.
The RAP is well organized and dealt with some of the contaminants from
sources upstream. For these, Stage 2 activities should proceed. The RAP
assesses possible inputs to Lake Ontario and relates them to a Lakewide
Management Plan.
Menominee River
(Wisconsin)
Use impairments are comprehen-
sively identiﬁed and the causes of each well described. Effective indus-
trial and business involvement, successful interjurisdictional cooperation,
and strong community leadership through the citizens’ advisory committee.
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B. BENEFITS OF RAPs
The beneﬁts of RAP implementation are obvious. Prime among them is the
Although some consider the term “beneficial uses” to be anthropocentric, the list of the
14 use impairments that is assessed incorporates several measures of the health of the Great Lakes biota.
will clearly include enhancedvaluation ofthe resource - it will
be more attractive for recreation and sport/commercial ﬁshing, and the value of waterfront properties will
increase. For example, in Green Bay, waterfront properties have generally increased in value since RAP
implementation began. This phenomenon is, of course, a two-edged sword: the likely tendency will be
for increased shoreline development, which tends to encourage draining, water level controls, and
increased pressure on the surviving spatial and living resources. There is, therefore, an obvious need for
continued planning, even as beneficial uses are restored, for long-term protection of Areas of Concern.
From the point ofview of stakeholders involved in a local RAP, there
WTheBuffalo River was described in harsh terms as “an open
sewer” by some commentators in the RAP, yet theenergy that has gone into improving the riverbanks,
that were once little more than a local embarrassment, demonstrates that such perceptions can be turned
around. and
can be a catalyst for integrated planning among agencies that previously operated in isolationw
u. . o. l n :.--,n o n n I. a. . I - - - --‘4
 
RAPs, with their local focus, areenhancing the public’s environmental awareness.M
Environmental awareness is no longer a peripheral
activity; it is mainstream, andbecoming an integral componentofcivic pride andconcern overhuman welfare.
Environmental information is being incorporated in grade school and high school science curricula, and
science fairs include a growingproportion ofecologicalprojects onthe Great Lakes. Further, an added beneﬁt
is a greater sense of partnership as a result of the RAP institutional structures (Table l).
I lai;.i ii”. I. H..i
WOne that will have a signiﬁcant impact on public
appreciation ofprogress in remediation is the addition of about five million swimming occasions per year
in Ontario, in addition to a general improvement in swimming conditions. The increase in fishing activity
was estimated at a value of over $30 million per year, with an additional 166,000 angler days per year,
as well as economic benefits from an enhanced sport fishery. The total economic value of these fishing
experiences would be about $16 million per year. However, byfar the greatest economic beneﬁt was
associated with the improved environment for Ontario residents, which the consultants termed “non use”.
This term refers to the general improvement of aesthetics, the maintenance and enhancement of a self-
sustaining fishery fromwhich the products are edible, andthe knowledge thatthe waters ofthe GreatLakes
.‘ .
wouldbesafeforswimm' - -. dinterrnsofthe' - L
..-....‘ g“.. n. ... . ‘
"- ... .‘ "'-—
The value of volunteers cannot be overestimated. Experience has shown that substantial numbers
of stakeholders in RAPs are willing to devote significant amounts of time to the remediation ofthe areas
in which they live. However, every effort must be made to ensure that an individual ’s time spent on RAPs
is useful and productive, and that recognition is given for such contributions. Finally, the role of these
volunteer publics in providing leverage for funding for remedial actions has tremendous potential.
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5.
Indicate
Whether
and
How
the
Board'5 and
Commission
’5 Processesfor
Reviewing
RAPs
Can
Be
Improved,
and
the
Time
Involved
Shortened
A.
EXPERIENCE
OF
THE
WATER
QUALITY
BOARD
The
Restoration
Subcommittee
of the Water
Quality Board
has been
charged
with
the task
of
coordinating the review ofRAPs
on
behalf of the Board.
One
member
of the Restoration Subcommittee
assumed the responsibility ofacting asRAP
Review Coordinator, and, with the assistance ofUC
staffand
selected
experts
from
the
Water
Quality
Board,
Science
Advisory
Board
and
Great
Lakes
Fishery
Commission, performedthe independent review of the adequacy of a RAP.
All independent reviews were
considered inpreparing aconsolidated review on behalfofthe WaterQuality Board.
The first seven RAPs
were
received by
the UC
prior to the existence of the
1987 Protocol
to the Great Lakes
Water
Quality
Agreement and reviewed as complete RAPs,
following the guidelines from the Water Quality Board.
All
subsequent RAPs
have been reviewed for consistency with Stage 1 requirements (i.e. problem definition
and description ofcauses and sources) identified in the 1987 Protocol to the Agreement. The RAP reviews
have
evolved to a stable structure, that has been in place for the 13 most recent RAPs.
A
systematic
treatment of the Commission’s
questions and scrutiny of all 14 use impairments has generally allowed
the UC
to maintain consistency throughout these reviews.
The Water Quality Board is pleased with the
thoroughness and quality of the reviews, although occasional inconsistencies have arisen.
The revised
listing/delisting guidelines for Great Lakes Areas ofConcern should help ensure more consistency in the
review of RAPs.
The time taken for the UC review ofRAPs is a source of delay and frustration for RAP teams and
the public. Although independent technical reviews are generally collatedwithinthree months ofthe I]C ’s
receipt of a RAP,
a survey of time intervals for the consolidated reviews of the Water Quality Board and
theHC indicates that, for some RAPs, the overall process has taken over two years (Table 5). If the RAP
reviews are to effectively impact the RAPplanning and implementation process, they must be completed
in a more timely fashion.
In general, however,
the Water Quality Board
is pleased with the recent improvements in
reviewing RAPs.
Review ofthe most recent RAPs has been completed in approximately 10 months.
On
the basis of the cumulative experience of over three years of reviewing RAPs
within the Restoration
Subcommittee, there is also greater consistency among RAP reviews.
In addition, with the adoption of
the listing/delisting guidelines for Great Lakes Areas ofConcern, the Water Quality Board feels conﬁdent
that technical peer reviews of RAPs
can be delivered in a more timely fashion.
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TAB
LE 5
. TIME INTERVALS FOR WATER QUALITY BOARD AND UC REVIEW OF RAPS
Date
RAP
Received by
DC for
Revie
w
Date WQB
Transmitted
its Review
to IJC
Time Interval
for WQB
Review
(months)
Date of UC
Letter to
Parties
Time Interval
for Commission
Review
(months)
Total
Time
Interval
(months)
Torch Lake
Deer Lake/Carp River and Creek
Manistique River
Fox River/Lower Green Bay
Muskegon Lake
White Lake
River Raisin
Roug
e Riv
er
Clinto
n Rive
r
Saginaw
River/Ba
y
Collingwood Harbour
Severn Sound
Sheboygan River
Hamilton Harbour
Buffal
o Rive
r
Port Hope
Toronto Harbour
Oswego River/Harbor
Menominee River
Bay of Quinte
October 1987
October 1987
October 1987
Octobe
r 1987
Oct
obe
r 1
987
October 1987
October 1987
October 1988
November 1988
October 1988
May 1989
June 1989
October 1989
October 1989
November 1989
January 1990
February 1990
April 1990
November 1990
November 1990
November 1988
July 1989
November 1988
November 1988
July 1989
July 1989
November 1988
July 1989
September 1989
September 1989
April 1990
September 1990
April 1990
April 1990
July 1990
September 1990
September 1990
Marc
h 199
1
Apri
l 19
91
1
3
21
1
3
1
3
21
21
1
3
March 1989
December 1989
April
1989
March 1989
December 1989
December 1989
April
1989
December 1989
February 1990
March 1990
June 1990
June
1991
June 1990
June 1990
September 1990
February 1991
February 1991
June
1991
June
1991
V
W
W
V
W
W
W
W
W
©
N
©
N
N
N
W
W
M
N
17
26
18
17
2
6
2
6
1
8
14
1
5
17
1
3
1
0
13
12
1
4
 
 B. TIMELY SUBMISSION OF RAPs, AND FIRM SCHEDULES AND COMMITMENTS
The Water Quality Board has attempted to track the expected dates ofRAP transmittal to the I]C
to ensure that necessary staffcan be allocated to the task of facilitating the RAP review process. Although
the IIC has received 20 MP3 for review as of 1991 , most jurisdictions have shown considerable slippage
in their schedule of RAP delivery. Sometimes these delays have been due to the fact that public
participation commonly slows down aplanning process. In other cases, there hasbeen disruptive turnover
in RAP coordinators. Other delays have been caused by the need to reach agreement where a RAP affects
two jurisdictions, by lengthy internal review, by submission of supplemental information and by
mechanical problems connected with the printing and publication of the document. These delays fall
outside the control of the U C.
The Restoration Subcommittee has expressed considerable frustration with the slippage and
delays in submission of RAPs to the IJC for review, a condition which has made it very difficult to
schedule reviews and manage the review process. Timely development and submission of RAPs by the
jurisdictions and Parties is as important as timely reviews of RAPs by the IJC. Public conﬁdence and
trust are at stake in both instances.
C. IJC LETTERS TO PARTIES
Some IJC letters to the Parties have been difficult to decipher; the ‘bottom line’ is often buried in
complimentary and obscuring language. The time taken to draft and send IIC letters to the Parties has
often been extensive. The IJC letters should clearly state whether or not Stage 1, 2 or 3 requirements are
met, clearly identify where the RAP is deﬁcient, and clearly identify the priority initiatives which need
to be undertaken to fulfill the requirements of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement. It should also
be recognized that Stage 1 RAPs are snapshots in time and in most cases additional data and information
will be collected to complete the problem definition and description of causes as part of a dynamic
planning process.
In summary, there is no doubt that the RAP review process can be improved and the review time
shortened. The IJC has recognized this situation and is initiating changes to streamline the process and
make it more effective.
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CONCLUSIONS
It must be acknowledged that RAPs require a long—term commitment in order to restore beneﬁcial
uses, and that RAPs are a learning process for everyone. The Water Quality Board considers that RAPs
are a two-track process: 1) acceleration of existing programs; and 2) identification of the schedule and
sequencing of actions beyond existing programs in order to fully restore beneficial uses. Planning and
implementation proceed simultaneously. However, implementation of remedial actions remains the
primary priority. RAPs are the best tool to integrate the principles of the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement and implement the ecosystem approach at the grassroots level in the Great Lakes basin.
Substantial progress is being made in implementing a multi—institutional, multiple-use, ecosystem
approach through RAP institutional structures and through expediting and accelerating implementation
of existing regulatory and resource management programs. Further, RAPs enable decision-makers to
focus new funds and redirect ongoing activities towards those solutions that will best address the most
critical needs. RAPs areproviding compelling rationale at atime ofcompetitive bidding for limited funds,
and are furnishing legislators with motives and arguments for enhancing cleanup efforts through new
statutory authorities and budget appropriations. What is needed now is continuity of purpose, sustained
public involvement, political will to restore Areas of Concern, emphasis on coalition-building, and the
resources to do the job.
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 RECOMMENDATIONS
 
The Water Quality Board presents the following recommendations concerning RAPs: ‘
The Water Quality Board recommends that hew-cum
.l. II.I.HI“'I.II.I:
For example, this action can be accomplished by ensuring that all plans within Areas of
Concern (e.g. RAPs, ﬁshery management plans, habitat management plans, land use plans, economic
developmentplans)Wthat there is explicit recognition of
the interrelationships between plans and that members ofRAP institutional structures (e.g. stake—
holder groups, basin committees, citizen committees) actively participate in the MP decision-
making process rather than just provide input to it. Further, other planning initiatives, such as eco-
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